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Let us denote by (n, k, d; s)-eode, an s-ary linear code C with code length n, k information 
symbols and minimum distance d. Let d = 1 + O 0 + 01 s +. • • + 0 k _2s k -2 + Ok _ ~ sk - ~ where 0, 's are 
integers uch that O<~O~<~s-1 for i =0, 1 . . . . .  k -2  and 0k_t~>0. In this paper we shall first 
show that in the case k ~>4, 00 = 01 . . . . .  0k_ 3 = s - 1 and 0k_ 1 ffi 0, there exists an (n, k, d; s)- 
code which attains the Solomon-Stittter bound if and only if 0k-2 = s - 2 or s - 1. Next, we shall 
show that in the following two cases, (n, k, d; s)-eodes which attain the Solomon-Stiftter bound 
are unique: 
(a) The case 0 o . . . . .  0~_1=s-1, Ol=s-2, Ol+ 1 . . . . .  Ok_~=s-1 for i=1,2 . . . . .  /¢-2 
and 0k_t>~0. 
(b) The case s~>3, k~>5 and Oo = s -1 ,  01= s -  2, 02 . . . . .  Ok_4 = s -1 ,  Ok_3 = s -  2, Ok_z= 
s -1  and Ok_z ffiO. 
1. Introduction 
Let  V(n ;s )  be an n-d imensional  vector space over the Galois field GF(s)  of 
order s where s is a pr ime or pr ime power. Throughout  this paper  an s-ary l inear 
code C with code length n, k information symbols and min imum distance d which 
is a /c-dimensional subspace of V(n, s), will be denoted by (n, k, d;  s)-code. 
In the following, let (s i -  1 ) / ( s -1 )=v l  for any positive integer i. Let 
N = II,~jll ( i=  1 ,2 , . . . , vk ,  ]=1,2  . . . . .  vk) 
be the incidence matrix of vk hyperplanes Hi (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  vk) in PG(k  - 1, s) and 
vk points Qi (J = 1, 2 . . . . .  vk) in PG(k  - 1, s) where 
1, if the ith hyperplane ~ contains the ]th point  Ql, 
(1.1) 
n~j= 0, otherwise. 
Let  C(k ;  s) be a set of vk nonzero vectors of V(k ;  s) such that for an arbitrary 
pair (,,, w) of C(k ;  s), there does not exist a nonzero dement  )t of GF(s)  such as 
u = Xw. Then  C(k ;  s) can be regarded as the set of all points of PG(k -  1, s). Let 
C be an s-ary l inear code whose code length n is min imum among (n, k, d;  s)- 
codes for given integers k and d and let G be a k × n matrix whose row vectors 
are generator of C. Since n is min imum,  any column vector of G is not equal to 
zero vector 0. Let us denote by x i (1 ~]~vk) ,  the number  of co lumn vectors g of 
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G such that g -¢~ for a given vector t~ ('1 ~<]~<vk) of C(k; s) where g--¢~ means 
that there exists a nonzero e lement p of GF(s)  such that g = ~.  
Then it is known that the set {xi} (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  Vk) minimizes n = ~.~1 x1 subject 
to the following inequality: (cf. McCluskey [3], Hamada and Tamar i  [2]) 
u k 
(1 -  n~i)x~ >d ( i=1,2  . . . . .  vk) (1.2) 
i=1 
where n~i is an integer given by (1.1). 
Conversely,  if {~} (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  Vk) is a set of nonnegative integers x~ that 
minimize n = ~'~1 xj subject to inequality (1.2) for given integers k and d, then 
there exists an s-ary l inear code C whose code length n is min imum among 
(n, k, d;  s)-codes. 
Let  us denote by Oo+01s+" " -~-0k- -2 sk -2  and 0k-l, the remainder  and the 
quotient of d -  1, respectively, when it is divided by s k- l ,  i.e., 
d : 1 -~- 0o-~- 01S -{-" " " + Ok-2 sk-2-~- Ok--1 sk-1  (1.3) 
where 01's are integers such that 0<~01 ~<s-1  for i=  0, 1 . . . . .  k -2  and 0k-1 I>0. 
Then the lower bound on the code length n obtained by Solomon and Stittter [4] 
can be also expressed as follows: 
If d is expressed by (1.3), then 
u k 
~, x i >~ k + Oovl + 01v2+" • • + Ok-irk (1.4) 
i=1 
for any nonnegative integers x~ (l<~]<~Vk) which satisfy condit ion (1.2) where 
n = ~.7~1X / •
In the present paper  we shall first show that in the case k/> 4, Oo = 01 . . . . .  
Ok-3 = S-  1 and 0k-1 = 0, there exists an (n, k, d; s)-code which attains the lower 
bound (1.4) if and only if 0k-2 = s -  2 or s -  1. 
Next, we shall show that in the following two cases, (n, k, d; s)-codes which 
attain the lower bound (1.4) are unique: 
(a) The case 0o . . . . .  01 -1=s- I ,  Oi=s-2,  0i+1 . . . . .  0k_2=S- -1  for i=  
1, 2 . . . .  , k -2  and 0k-1 >10. 
(b) The case s I> 3, k/> 5 and 00 = s - 1, Ol = s - 2, 02 . . . . .  0k-4 = s - 1, 0k-3 = 
S- -2 ,  0k_E=S- -1  and 0k_l =0.  
Remark .  Case (a) has been established by Tamar i  [5] for the s = 2 and by Ti lborg 
[7] for the case s = 2 and 0k-1 = 0. Case (b) has been established by Ti lborg [7] for 
the case s = 2. 
2. M~in theorems 
13heorem 2.1. In the case k>~4, 00=01 . . . . .  Ok_3=s-1 and Ok_l=O, there 
exists an (n, k, d; s)-code which attains the lower bound (1.4) if and only if 
Ok- -  2 = 8 - -  2 or s - 1. 
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Let  Ki (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k -2 )  be the set of all points of an/ - f la t  in PG(k  - 1, s) and 
let Ei = {l: (~ ~ Ki} where Qi (1 ~< l <~ Vk) is a point of PG(k  - 1, s). Then we have 
Theorem 2.2. In the case Oo . . . . .  0 i _ l=S- -1 ,  0~ =s-2 ,  01+1 . . . . .  0k -2=S- -1  
for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k -2  and 0k_l>~0, {xj} (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  vk) is a solution which attains 
the lower bound (1.4) and satisyies condition (1.2) if and only if x~ ( l~<j~<vk) is 
given by 
xi I. Ok_l + 1, otherwise. 
Theorem 2.3. In the case s >! 3, k/> 5 and Oo = s - 1, 01 = s - 2, 02 . . . . .  Ok-4 = 
s - 1, Ok-3 = S -- 2, Ok-2 = S -- 1 and 0k-~ = 0, {Xi} (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  Vk) is a solution 
which attains the lower bound (1.4) and satislies condition (1.2) if and only if x~ 
(.1 <~ ] <~ vk) is given by 
= [Ok, 
xi l Ok-l + l ,  
where E1 N Ek-3 = •. 
if ]eE1UEk_3 ,  
otherwise 
In the next section, to prove Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we shall introduce the 
concepts of a max-hyper  and a min-hyper  in PG(t, s) (cf. Barlott i  [1], Tamar i  [6]). 
3. Max-hypers and their structures 
Let us denote by Z + and ~,  the set of all posit ive integers and the set of all 
hyperplanes in PG(t, s), respectively. 
Defe~l ion 3.1. Let  F be a set of points in PG(t, s) and let w be a function of F 
into Z ÷, i.e., w :F--->7/+. If Y.pEF w(P) =/and  
then (F, W) is said to be an {f, m;  t, s}-max-hyper (or an {f, m;  t, s}-min-hyper) with 
weight W = (w(P))  (P ~ F) where ~PEFnH w(P) = 0 if FN  H = ¢ for some He ~.  
Let  
m = t - 1 + o'lvx +" • • + o-,_xq_~ + o-tv, (3.1) 
where cri's are integers such that 0~<Crl~<S, 0~<o' i~<s-1  ( i=2  . . . . .  t - l )  and 
o', >I 0. Then we have the following proposit ion (see Theorem 2.2 in Tamar i  [6]): 
Proposi t ion 3.1. Let F be a given set of  points in PG(t, s) and let m be an integer 
given by (3.1). I[ (F, W)  is an { f ,m; t , s} -max-hyper  with weight W=(w(P) )  
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(P ~ F), then 
I = Y. w(P) <<- t -  1 + CrlV2 +" • • + ~r,_Iv, + cr, v,+~. 
P6F  
The following proposition has been established by Tamari [5]. 
(3.2) 
Proposition 3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a set of 
nonnegative integers x~ (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  vk) which satisfy condition (1.2) and attain 
the lower bound (1.4) for given integers k and d where d is an integer given by (1.3), 
is that there exists an {f, m; k - 1, s}-max-hyper where 
f = k -1- Oov  I q-- 01v2--~- • • • -{- Ok_ lVk ,  
m = k - 1 + 01v1+" • • + Ok-lVk-x 
and Oi's are integers given by (1.3). 
Let 8 be an integer such as 0 ~< 8 ~< s -  1 and let 
f = t - 1 + o1"02-}-- " " -[- O ' tVt+ 1 - -  8 (3.3) 
where o'~'s are integers given by (3.1). Then we obtain 
I~oposition 3.:3. Let (F, W) be an {f, m; t, s}-max-hyper with weight W=(w(P))  
(P ~ F) where t>~3 and m and f are integers given by (3.1) and (3.3), respectively. 
Then 
~, w(P)~t - l+cr2vx+'"+cr tV ,_ l  (3.4) 
PeFf" lG  
for an aribtrary ( t -  2)-flat G in PG(t, s) and there exists a ( t -  2)-flat Go such that 
~'~ w(P)=t - l  +a2vl + ' "+cr ,  v,_l. (3.5) 
PeFt ' tGo  
l~roof. Suppose that there exists a (t-2)-f lat G such that 
Y'. w(P)=t -  l +cr2vl +"  "+crtvt_l +~d (3.6) 
P~FnG 
where ~ is a positive integer. By considering hyperplanes/~. (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s + 1) in 
PG(t, s) passing through the (t-2)-f lat G, we have 
s+l  
f=Y .  ~ w(P) -s  Y. w(P) (3.7) 
i= l  P ~/-'It NF  P~FNG 
Since ~PeFN/ '~ w(P) ~< t -  1 +Y.~=a crjvi for all Hi, it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that 
,( o,) ( ,) f<~(s+l  t - l+  ~ -s  t - l+  o'i+lvj+ 
j= l  /=1 
= t -  1 + cqvz+" • • + crtvt+l -s~. 
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This contradicts f=t - l+o ' lv2+"  "+o'tv~+t-8 where 0~<6<~s-1.  Hence in- 
equality (3.4) holds for all ( t -2) - f lats  G in PG(t, s). 
Let H0 be a hyperplane in PG(t, s) such that 
~, w(P)=t -  l +o'lvl +"  "+o',v,. 
P~FnH o 
If ~p~FnGw(P)<~t--2+o'2vl+...+o'tvt_l for an arbitrary ( t -2) - f la t  G in H0, 
then it follows from Proposition 3.1 that ~P~Fnr~o w(P)<--'-t-2+o'2v2+"'+o'tvt. 
This is a contradiction. Hence there exists a ( t -  2)-flat Go in Ho such that 
~.. w(P)=t -  l +o'2vl +"  "+o'tv,_l. 
P~FNGo 
This completes the proof. []  
- From Proposition 3.3, we can easily prove the following: 
l~oposif ion 3.4. If there exists an {f, m; t, s}-raax-hyper where f and m are integers 
given by (3.3) and (3.1), respectively, then there exists an {f*, m*; t -  1, s}-max- 
hyper where t>~3 and f* and m* are integers given by 
f* = t -  2 + (02 + 1)v2 + o.3v3 +" • • + o.tv, - (s - o.0 
and 
m* = t -2+(o '2+ 1)v~ +o'3v2+" • • + crtv,_x. 
Proposition 3.$. If there exists an {f, m; t, s}-max-hyper (F, W) with weight W = 
(w(P)) (P ~F) where f and m are integers given by (3.3) and (3.1), respectively, 
then 1 ~ w(P) <~ o.t + 1 for all points P in F provided o.~ ~ O. 
Proof. The proof is given by induction on t. 
Case 1: t=2.  Let (F, W) be a {l+o.lv:~+o.2va-~, l+o.xvx+o.zv2;2, s}-max- 
hyper with weight W = (w(P)) (P ~ F). Let P be a point in 17. By considering fines 
in PG(2, s) passing through P, we have 
f= ~, w(P)~( l  +o.lvx +o.2v2)(s+ l ) -sw(P)  
P~F 
which from f = 1 + o.lva + o.2v3- ~ leads to w(P) ~< o.2 + 1 + 6/s. Since 0 <~ 8 <~ s - 1, 
we have w(P)~<o.2+l for all P~F. Hence Proposition 3.5 holds in this case. 
Case 2: t = n + 1. Suppose that Proposition 3.5 is true in the case t = n. Then 
we shall prove Proposition 3.5 is true in the case t = n + 1. Suppose that there 
exists an {f, m; n+l ,  s}-max-hyper (F, W) with weight W=(w(P)) (PeF)  such 
that w (Q) >I o.,,+1 + 2 for some point Q in F where f = n + o.lv2 +" • • + o., +av,,+2- 8 
and m = n + o.xv~ + • • • + o..+~v.+x. 
(a) In the case ~--O, there exists at least one hyperplane Ho in PG(n + 1, s) 
which contains the point Q such that ~i.~nHo w(P)= m because (F, W) is a 
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max-hyper which satisfies the equality in (3.2). Let F*= FAHo and W*= (w(P)) 
(P~FAHo) .  Then it follows from Proposition 3.4 that (F* ,W*)  is an 
{f*, m*; n, s}-max-hyper with weight W* where f* and m* are integers given by 
[* = n - 1 + (o.2 + 1)v2 +" • • + o.,+lv,+l - (s - o.0 
and 
m* = n - 1 + (o.u + 1)vl +- • • + o.,+lv,. 
Since 0 ~ s - o'1 ~ s - 1 and w(O) >I o',+1 + 2, this contradicts the assumption of 
induction. Hence Proposition 3.5 holds in this case. 
(b) In the case 8 = 1, if there exists a hyperplane H0 which contains the point O 
such that Y.P,FnUo w(P) = m, using an argument similar to (a) we have a contradic- 
tion. Therefore suppose that ZP~Fnr~ w(P)< m for any hyperplanes ~ passing 
through O. Let w*(P) = w(P)+ 1 or w(P) according as P = O or not where P is a 
point in F. Put W*= (w*(P)). Then (F, W*) is an {f*, m; n + 1, s}-max-hyper 
where f* = f+ 1. Since f* = n +x-,+l /.i=1 o'i'Oi+l and w*(O) > o'n+l "~ 2 for some point O 
in F, from (a) we have a contradiction. 
(c) In the case 8 > 1, using an argument similar to (b), we have a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. []  
To prove Theorem 2.1 we need the following Lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. In the case t = 3, if there exists an {f, m; 3, s}-raax-hyper where 
f=2+S02+O.2193 and m =2+s1)1+o.2v2, then o .2=s-2  or s -1 .  
Proot. We show that if 0~<o.2 ~<s-3  (s~>3), then there is no 
{2+sv2+o.2va, 2+svl+o.2v2;3, s}-max-hyper. Suppose that there exists such a 
max-hyper (F, W). Then it follows from Proposition 3.5 that w(P) = 1 for all P~F .  
Let Ho be a hyperplane in PG(3, s) such that ~PEHonF w(P)= 2 + svl + o.2v2. Then 
we have 
[FAL[=2+O.2  or 0 (3.8) 
for each line L in Ho. For if there exists a line L1 in H0 such that l~<[F f3L l ia  
1+o.2, let Q be a point in FAL l  and let ~ ( i=1,2  . . . .  , s+ l )  be lines in /4o 
passing through the point O. Then it follows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 that 
I Fn~[~2+o.2  for i=2 ,  3 . . . . .  s+ l .  Thus we have 
~, w(P)=iFnHo l<- l+s+o.2v2  
PEFAHo 
which contradicts ~P~FnHo w(P) = 2 + s + o.2v2- Hence we have (3.8). 
Since 0 ~ o.2 ~ s - 3 (i.e., v2 < m < v3), there exists a point E in Ho which is not 
contained in Z Let Ri (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s + 1) be lines in Ho passing through the point 
E. If 1/~- n FI = 2+ o.2 for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s + 1, then ~P~Ft'3l-to w(P) = 
(2 + o.2)(s + 1). This contradicts Y-P~FnHo w(P) = 2 + s + o.zVz. Hence it follows that 
there exist lines L and L* in/40 such that IFALI =2+o.z and IFNL*[ =0.  
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(1) Let L be a line in H0 such that IF n L[ = 2 + 0"2 and let Hi (i = 0, 1 . . . .  , s) be 
hyperplanes in PG(3, s) passing through the line L. Since (/7, W) is a {2+so2+ 
0"2v3, 2+svl+0"2v2;  3, s}-max-hyper with weight W = (1, 1 . . . . .  1), we have 
~, w(P)=lVNH,  l=2+s+0"2v2 (3.9) 
P~FNF~ 
for all i = 0, 1 . . . . .  s. 
(11) Let  L*  be a line in H0 such that IF n L*I = 0 and let ~ (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  s) be 
hyperplanes in PG(3, s) passing through L* where ~ = H0. Then we obtain 
~, w(V)=lFn I -H~l=2+s+0"2v2 or 0 (3.10) 
P~FNH* 
for all i=0 ,1  . . . . .  s. For it follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that I FNHiNH* I= 
2+0" 2 or  0 for any integers i and ] such as HiC=H *. If IFf3/-/i fq/-/~jl=0 for all 
i .=0, 1 . . . . .  s, then IfnH~l =Y.,,~nH. w(P)=0. If IFnH, nH~l =2-0"2  for 
some i, it follows from (I) that I FNI - I~ j I=Y.v~FnHtw(P)=2+s+0"2v2 . Hence 
(3.10) holds. 
Since [FNL* I=0,  IF l=~=olFNI-t"~jj l=2+sv2+0"2v3. Thus it follows from 
(3.10) that (2 + s + 0"2v9 must be a divisor of (2 + sv2 + 0"2v3). Since 
(2 + sv2 + 0"2v3)/(2 + s + o"21)2)  ~-- s - ( s  - 2-  0-2)/(2 + svl + 0-2v2), 
( s -2 -0 -z ) / (2+so l+0"2v2)  must be integer. But this is impossible because 0< 
(s - 2 -  o'2)/(2 + s + 0-2v2) < 1. Hence there is no {f, m;  3, s}-max-hyper where/e = 
2 + sv2 + 0-2v2 and m = 2 + s + 0"2v2. This completes the proof, l--I 
F rom Proposit ion 3.4 and Lemma 3.1, we have 
Theorem 3.1. In the case t >~ 3, i[ there exists an {f, m; t, s}-max-hyper  where 
f = t - 1 + sv2 + (s - 1)v3 +" • • + (s - 1)v,_l + 0-,_iv, 
and 
m = t -  1 + sv~ + (s - 1)v2 +- • • + (s - 1)v,_2 + 0-,-lv,-1, 
then 0-,-1 =s-2  or s -1 .  
4. lVlin-hypers and their structures 
Let 0-~ (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t) be any integers 
(2 ~ i ~ t -  1) and tr, I> 0 and let 
m = 0"1' /)  1 "{- O '2U 2 "{-" " " "{- O't'/) t . 
such that 0~0-1~s ,  O~cr i~s -1  
(4.1) 
l~oposi f ion 4.1 (Tamari [6]). Let (K, W)  be a {k, m; t, s}-min-hyper with weight 
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W=(w(P) )  (P~F)  where m is an integer given by (4.1). Then 
k= ~, w(P)>-crlv2+'"+o'tv,+l. 
PraK  . 
(4.2) 
The following lemma was established by Tamari  [5] for the case s = 2. 
Lemma 4.1. (K, W) is a {v~+x, v~; t, s}-min-hyper with weight W= (w(P)) (P~K)  
in PG(t,s)  [or i= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  t i[ and only i[ K is an i-flat in PG(t,s)  and 
w = (L  1 . . . . .  1). 
ProoL (Sufficiency). It is clear. 
(Necessity). We denote the set of all points in PG(t, s) by ~Pt- Suppose that 
(K, W) is a {vi÷l, vi ; t, s}-min-hyper. It is obvious that k >12. The proof is given by 
induction on t. 
Case 1: t = 2. Two cases must be considered, that is, i = 1 or i = 2. 
(a) When i = 1. Let L be a line passing through the points P1 and P2 in K. If 
there exists a point Q in L which is not contained in K, by considering lines 
passing through O we have ~P~r w(P)I> s +2.  This contradicts ~,~c  w(P)= s + 1. 
Thus we have K D L and hence we obtain K = L. ° 
(b) When i=  2. By using an argument similar to Case (a), we have K = ~P2. 
Case 2: t = n + 1. Suppose that Lemma 4.1 is true in the case t = n and we 
shall prove that Lemma 4.1 is true in the case t = n + 1. 
Let H0 be a hyperplane in PG(n + 1, s) such that ~e~rn ,o  w(P) = v~ and let G 
be an (n -1) - f la t  in H0. Then it follows from Proposition 4.1 that 
min~=Ho{~p~rn~ w(P)}~<vi-x- Since (K, W) is a {Vi+l, vi; t, s}-rnin-hyper, we 
have min6=r~o{~_a,~icn6w(P)}=vi-x. Hence it follows from the assumption of 
induction that K N H0 is an ( i -  1)-fiat. Let Go be an (n -  1)-flat contained in H0 
such that K f3 Go is an ( i -  2)-flat. Let Hi (j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  s) be hyperplanes passing 
through the (n - 1)-flat Go. Then since (K, W) is a {vi+t, v, t, s}-min-hyper, we 
have ~e~Knn, w(P)=v~ for all j =0,  1 . . . . .  s. Therefore, it follows from the 
assumption of induction that K N/-/~ is an ( i -  1)-flat for all j = 0, 1 . . . . .  s. Let 
F~ = K N ~ for each j and let D = Go N K. Then it is easy to see that 
Fjf"IFp=D (j~p), (~-D)O(Fp-D)=O (j~p) 
and 
K=FoUF1U"  "UFs. 
Therefore, for the case in which i = n + 1 we have K = ~Pn+l. 
Next, we shall show that Fo U F, U. • • U F, is an/.-flat in the case 1 ~< i ~< n. Let 
H*  be a hyperplane in PG(n + 1, s) passing through the (i - 1)-flats Fo and F,. Let 
U be an/- f iat  in H*  which contains both F0 and F1. Suppose that there exists at 
least one ( i -1) - f lat  F~ (2~<j~<s) which is not contained in U. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that Fj (2~<j<~l) is contained in U and F i (l+l<~j<~s) 
is not contained in U. Let E be an ( i -  1)-flat in U passing through D which is 
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different from every F i (0 <~ ] ~< l). Then it is easy to see that there exists at least 
one/ - f iat  R which contains E but does not contain every F t (l+l<-]<~s). 
Furthermore, it follows that there exists an ( i+ 1)-fiat B which contains the 
/-fiat R but does not contain F~ (l + 1 ~<] ~< s). By continuing this method, we can 
show that there exists an (n - 1)-fiat T in/-/* such that T n u = E and F i ¢ T for 
j = l + 1 . . . . .  s. By considerin? hyperplanes passing through the (n - 1)-flat T, we 
have IKl>~si-l+vi+x because "'~ is a {v~÷~, v~; n+ 1, s}-min-hyper. This con- 
tradicts IKI = v,+x. Therefore, ~ " ~ (0~<j~<s) are contained in U. This 
implies that K is an /-flat. Hel_~ ~ve have the required result. [ ]  
Pl~pOsilion 4.,1,. I[ (K, w) is a {vi+l + l, vi; t,s}-min-hyper with weight W= 
(1, 1 . . . . .  1) in PG(t, s) [or i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t - 1, then K consists o[ an i-flat U and a 
point O in PG(t, s), i.e., K= UUO where 0¢  U. 
Proof. The proof is given by induction on t. Suppose that (K, W) is a 
{vi÷l + 1, vi ; t, s}-min-hyper with weight W = (1, 1 . . . . .  1) in PG(t, s). 
Case 1: t = 2. We first show that there is a line L which contains at least three 
points P1, P2 and P3 in K. If there does not exist such a line, then K is a 
{s+2, 2; 2, s}-max-hyper. Then we know that [KOL I=2 or 0 for any line L in 
PG(2, s) (see (3.8)). On the other hand, K is a {s+2, 1; 2, s}-min-hyper. This is a 
contradiction. Therefore there is a line L which contains at least three points P1, 
P2 and P3 in K. Then we can show that K = L using a similar method in the proof 
of Lemma 4.1. This implies that Proposition 4.2 holds in this case. 
Case 2: t = n + 1 (n ~> 2). Suppose that Proposition 4.2 is true in the ease t = n. 
We shall prove Proposition 4.2 is true in the case t =n + 1. Two cases must be 
considered, that is, i = 1 or 2 ~< i ~< n. 
(a) When i=1.  If IHOK[~<2 for any hyperplane H in PG(n+l , s )  (nI>2), 
then it is easy to see that IKI ~<2. Therefore, there exists a hyperplane H0 such as 
[H0 n KI ~> 3. This implies that IHo O KI = s + 1 or s + 2 because K is an 
{s+2, 1; n+ 1, s}-min-hyper. Thus it follows from Lemma 4.1 and the assumption 
of induction that H0 n K contains a line L. Hence K consists of a line L and a 
point Q in PG(n + 1, s). 
(b) When 2<~i~t -1 .  Let Ho be a hyperplane in PG(n+l , s )  such as [Hon 
KI = vi and let G be an (n - 1)-flat in/40. Then it follows that min~=r~o IG O K[ = 
vi-a. Now let Go be an (n-1) - f lat  contained in H0 such as IGoOKI = vi-1. Let 
( i=0 ,1  . . . . .  s) be hyperplanes passing through Go. Since K is a 
{v~+l +1, v~; n + 1, s}-min-hyper, it follows that IHl n K[ = v~ + 1 for some l such as 
l~ l<~s and [Hi OKI =vi for all j such as l~<j<~s ( j# l). It follows from Lemma 
4.1 and the assumption of induction that [Hz n KI consists of an ( i -  1)-flat Vl and 
a point Q and/ - / inK  is an ( i -1) - f lat  V i for all j such as 0~<j~<s ( j#l) .  
Let K* = K -  Q. Then it is sufficient o show that K* is an/-f iat in PG(n + 1, s). 
Let D = Go O K* and let Tj = ~ O K* for all ] = 0, 1 . . . . .  s. Let H be an arbitrary 
hyperplane in PG(n+ 1, s). If H contains D, then H contains some Tj. For if 
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Ti~:H for all j=0 ,  1 . . . . .  s, then IHnK*[=vi_a. Therefore we have IHOKI < -
Vi-l+ 1. This contradicts [HnKl>.--vi. If H does not contain D, then HAD is an 
( i -3) - f lat  and HAT j  is an ( i -2)-f lat.  Since HAK*=U~=o(HAT i ) ,  we have 
IHnK*I = v~. This implies that K* is a {v~+a, v~; n+ 1, s}-min-hyper and hence it 
follows from Lemma 4.1 that K* is an /-flat. This completes the proof. []  
lh~position 4.3. Let K be a {'0t_1--{-'02, l)t_2Jt-'/)l; t, s}-min-hyper with weight W= 
(1, 1 . . . . .  1) where t~4 and s >t 3. I[K contains a (t- 2)-[lat Go, then K -  Go is a 
line. 
Proof. We first show that if H is a hyperplane which contains Go, then H 
contains at least one point of K. For if there exists a hyperplane H0 such that 
(Ho-Go)NK=( J ,  then it follows that there exists a hyperplane H* passing 
through Go such that 2<-[(H*-Go)AKI<~s+I.  Let Q be a point of Go. Let 
F=(K-Go)AH*  and let F*=FUQ.  If IG AF*I>~I for any (t -2)- f lat  G in H*,  
then it follows from IF l~<s+l and Proposition 4.1 that I F* l=s+l  or s+2.  It 
IF*[ = s +2,  it follows from Proposition 4.2 that F* consists of a line L and a 
point in P in H*.  It is easy to see that L contains Q. Let D be a ( t -3)- f lat  
passing through Q which is contained in Go. Then we see that there exists a 
( t -2) - f lat  G* in H*  which pass through the ( t -3) - f lat  D such that G*OF=~I  
because G* n L = L or G* O L = Q and s >~ 3. Since K is a 
{v,-a+v2, v,-2+vx; t,s}-min-hyper, by considering hyperplanes passing through 
G* we have a contradiction. It [F*[ = s + 1, then from the above argument it is 
clear that we have a contradiction. Hence if H is a hyperplane which contains Go, 
then H contains at least one point of K. Since K is a {v,-a +v2, vt-2+va; t, s}-min- 
hyper, K-Go is a {v2, vl; t, s}-min-hyper. Thus it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
K -Go  is a line. This completes the proof. []  
l.,emma 4.2. In the case t >I 4 and s >~ 3, (K, W) is a {v,-a + v2, v,-2 + va; t, s}-min- 
hyper with weight W= (l, 1 . . . . .  1) in PG(t, s) if and only i[ K consists o[ a 
( t -  2)-[lat U and a line L in PG(t, s) where U n L = •. 
Proof (Sufficiency) It is dear. 
(Necessity) Suppose that (K, W) is a {~)t_l--l-'o2,'/)t_2--~I)l; t, s}-min-hyper with 
weight W = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1). Two cases must be considered, that is, t = 4 or t I> 5. 
Case 1: t =4.  Let Ha be a hyperplane in PG(4, s) such that [Ha OK[ = v2+vl 
and let G be a 2-flat in Ha. Since minG=r4, IK n G[ = 1, it follows from Proposition 
4.2 that K O Ha consists of line L1 and a point Qa in PG(4, s). Let P be a point of 
La and consider a 2-flat G*~ passing through the point P such that G*O La = P 
and G* ;b Qa. Let ~ (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , s + 1) be hyperplanes in PG(4, s) passing 
through G*. Then we have InlnKl=v2+va ( /=1,2  . . . . .  s+ l ) .  Thus we also 
know that Hi O K consists of a line ~ and a point Qi for all i. Since K is a 
{va+v2, v2+va; 4, s}-min-hyper, it follows that each ~ contains the point P. 
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Now consider 2-flat Go in PG(4, s) passing through both/_~ and/-~+1 and let 
H*  be a hyperplane passing through Go. Suppose that there exists at least one 
line in {L} (1 ~< i ~< s - 1) which is not contained in Go. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that Go does not contain lines L1,/-.2 . . . . .  La (1 ~< a ~< s - 1). Let 
R1, R2 . . . . .  R,+a be lines in Go passing through the point P where /~ = ~ for 
j=a+l  . . . . .  s+ l .  Let 
min IKn/~l=l+x 
l~ i~a 
and let /~  be a line in Go such that IKn /~[=l+x where l<-a~a.  Then it is 
easy to see that 0 ~<x ~< s -  1. Let Gi (0 ~<i~<s) be 2-flats in H*  passing through 
/~ and let 
min IK O G,[ = l + x + y. 
"Two cases must be considered, that is, 0 ~< y ~< s -x  or y >~ s + 1 -  x. 
Case (a) : When 0 ~< y ~< s - x (i.e., 1 + x + y ~< s + 1). Let G o be a 2-flat in/- /*  
such that [KOG01 = l+x+y where l~</3~<s. By considering (s+ l )  hyperplanes 
Hi ( i=  1,2 . . . . .  s+ 1) passing through G o where/ - /*  =/-/1, we have 
IKl>~ l +(s+ l -a )s+ax  + ys+(s+ l -x -y )s  
because IH~nK[>~l+(s+l -a)s+ax+ys,  I~nKl~s+2 (2~<i<~s+l)  and 
IKAG01 = l+x+y.  Thus we obtain 
IKI ~> 1 + 2(s  + 1)s  + ax  - as  - sx. 
By putting a = s - l, it follows from 1 ~< l ~< s - 1 and s - x >~ 1 that 
IKI >I s 2 + 2s + 1 + l(s - x) 
>~s2+2s+ l +l>~s2+2s+2. 
On the other hand, since [Kl=s2+2s+2, we have x=s-1  and /=1 (i.e., 
a = s -  1). Since ax ~< s+ 1, we know that s = 2 or s = 3. In the eases  = 3, since 
IG0  n K I  = s2 + s + 1 - 2, there exists a line R in Go such that [R n KI = 2. Consider 
2-flats in /-/* passing through R. Then using an argument similar to the above 
mentioned argument, we have a contradiction. Thus we know that K n Go is a 
2-flat. 
Case (b): When y~>s+l -x  (i.e., l+x+y>~s+2) .  Using an argument similar 
to Case (a), we have 
IKl~ l +(s+ l -a )s+ax  + ys 
>~ l +(s+ l -a )s+ax  +(s+ l -x )s .  
Thus by using the same argument to Case (a), we know that K n Go is a 2-flat. 
Case2: t>~5. Let HI be a hyperplane in PG(t,s)  such that IHINK[=v,_z+I 
and let G be a ( t -2) - f lat  contained in H~. Then we have mind,H, [G n KI = v,_3. 
It follows from Proposition 4.2 that/-/1 O K consists of a ( t -  3)-flat Fx and a point 
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Pt in PG(t, s). Let Go be a ( t -2) - f lat  in/-/1 such that IKn  Gol = v,_3 and consider 
( s+ l )  hyperplanes ~ (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s+ l )  passing through Go. Then we have 
I~  n KI = v,_2 + 1 for all i = 1, 2 . . . .  , s + 1. Therefore ~ f3 K (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s + 1) 
consists of a ( t -  3)-flat F~ and a point P~, that is, ~ N K = F~ O P~. 
Let K*= K-{P1 ,  P2 . . . . .  P,+I} and let D = GofqK. Then it is easy to see that 
~AFp=D ( j~p) ,  (Fj-D)A(Fp-D)=O ( ]~p)  
and (4.3) 
K* = F10F2U"  • • t_J F,+I. 
Furthermore, we can show that K* satisfies the following conditions: 
IK*I = v,-x and rain [K* N HI = v,-2 
H 
for any hyperplane in PG(t, s). Let H be a hyperplane in PG(t, s). If H ~ D, then 
we see that H contains at least one fiat F~ in {F~} (1 ~< i ~< s + 1). Because suppose 
that each fiat E ( l~<i~<s+l )  is not contained in H. Then it follows from (4.3) 
that IHnKl~v,_a+V2. This contradicts IHAKI~v,_2+I since t>~5. If H:~D, 
then HOD is a ( t -5) - f lat  and H f3F~ is a ( t -4) - f lat  for all i=  1, 2 . . . . .  s + !. 
Thus we have IHNK* I  = V,_z. Therefore we have minn IK*nHI = v,_2 for any 
hyperplane H in PG(t, s). Hence it follows from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.3 
that K consists of a ( t -2) - f lat  U and a line L. This completes the proof. 
5. Proofs of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 
MI  of Theorem 2.1 (Sufficiency) See Solomon and Stiffier [4] or Hamada and 
Tama  [2]. 
(Necessity) It is clear from Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. 
]Proof of qi~eorem 2.2. (Sufficiency) It is guaranteed by Theorem 3.1 in Hamada 
and Tamari [2] and hence it is omitted here. 
(Necessity) Let {x~} (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  vk) be a set of nonnegative integers which 
satisfy condition (1.2) and attain the bound (1.4). Let ~k-1 = {Q1, Q2, • • •, Q~,} be 
the set of all point in PG(k - 1, s). Let F = {Qz} for all integers l such as xt > 0 and 
let w(Ot)= xt for all I. Then it follows from Proposition 3.2 that (F, W) is an 
{f, m; k - 1, s}-max-hyper with weight W = (w((~)) ((~ e F) where 
f = k + (S --  1)1)1 + (S --  1)1)2 +"  • • + (S --  1)Vl + (S --  2)Vi+1 
+ (S --  1 )V i+2+ • • • + (S --  1)~3k_ 1 + Ok_lV k 
and 
m = k - 1 + (s -  1)vl + ' -  • + (s -  1)vi-1 + (s -  2)vi 
+ (s - 1)vi+t +" • • + (s - 1)Vk-2 + Ok-xVk-t. 
Then it follows from Proposition 3.5 that 1 ~< w(Ot) ~< Ok-1 + 1. Let F*  be a set of 
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points Ot such that 1~<w(C~)<0k_1+l  and let Ki =(&k_ I -F )UF* .  Let 
~ 0k_ 1 + 1 - -  w(P), if P ~ F*, 
w*(P) = (0k-t  + 1, if P ~ ~k-1 - F. 
Then it is easy to see that (/~., W*) is a {Vi+l, vi;/¢ - 1, s}-min-hyper with weight 
W* = (w*(P)) (Pc  K~). Therefore it follows from Lemma 4.1 that K~ is an/-f lat in 
PG(k - 1, s) and W* = (1, 1 . . . . .  1). Hence we obtain 
Jq (0k-t  + 1, otherwise 
where /~ ={j: O i eKi}. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 and hence it is 
omitted here. 
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